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Transcription ‘made easy’



Protocols, procedures, rules and legislation increasingly require the accurate 
recording of sound and vision (also called ‘logging’) of official meetings and 
assemblies. Think e.g. of debates, discussions, proceedings and sittings of na-
tional, regional and provincial parliaments, council meetings and court ses-
sions, to name just a few of the possible situations in which recording plays 
a vital role. In many cases the recorded sound and vision material asks for 
preparation of hansards, verbatim reports and/or written transcripts. Time-
consuming and strenuous work which you can considerably speed up and 
simplify by using the intuitive Arbor Media T-Player.



   Very simple and intuitive use;

   Arbor Media T-Player enables you to playback audio and video file, simply and efficiently;

   Full screen display of text documents. Even if T-Player in multiple-screen situations is active  
in the background you can use functions directly;

   With the help of ‘hot keys’ and ‘keyboard hooks’ you can customise Arbor Media T-Player  
to your needs and wishes;

   The external footswitch can also be customised to your wishes;

   The time-stretch function turns  Arbor Media T-Player into the ideal transcription tool. You can 
stretch the time length of the recording without changing sound characteristics such as pitch;

   Arbor Media T-Player enables direct and fast access to LogDepot sound and vision files.  
Of course T-Player can also be used in combination with files stored in other formats; 

   Arbor Media T-Player offers you all the familiar control functions for quick playback of audio and 
video;

   Archiving and retreiving stored audio and video fragments is made easy with the help of  
metadata such as agenda-item, name of speaker etc.;

   So-called markers or time stamps can be used to mark fragments in the audio and/or video file, 
in order to enable you to retrace these quickly and efficiently;  

   Arbor Media T-Player can be used as a stand-alone application, but is also prepared for total 
integration in workflow environments; 

   Arbor Media T-Player supports direct a live stream connection;

   Arbor Media T-Player offers a history of recently used files; 

   Installing Arbor Media T-Player is simple and unattended.

Your Arbor Media T-Player
Arbor Media T-Player is a state-of-the-art mediaplayer which helps you to work out verbatim reports of meetings 

and assemblies in a simple, effective, fast and accurate way. The special T-Player software enables you to open 

recorded and stored (LogDepot) audio and video files; on the control panel you will find all the familiar functions 

and features for controlling playback of image and sound (stop, play, pause, fast forward/rewind, increase/ 

decrease speed). All these functions can be controlled with the help of special keyboard hooks or the external 

footwswitch. The keyboard hooks and the footswitch can be totally customised to your specific needs and wishes. 

 
Highlights:



Do you recognise the ease of use of Arbor Media 

T-Player? Then please contact Arbor Media

info@arbormedia.nl or +31 314 399 055

We gladly show you how T-Player can support 

you in your daily work.  


